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ALAN S. BAHLER, PH.D., Abstract-A model of mammalian skeletal muscle is developed from experimental results from a rat gracilis anticus muscle at 17.5°C. The approach consists of factoring pertinent variables of muscle contraction (length, force, velocity, and duration of stimulation) into a series of physically realizable functions. The analysis indicates that for lengths less than 120 percent of rest length, mammalian skeletal muscle can be modeled as a nonlinear force generator, a function of length and time, bridged by a nonlinear viscouslike element, a function of time, length, and velocity, in series with a nonlinear elastic element, a function of length. A close correlation exists between the results obtained during an analog computer simulation of the model and those from a typical rat gracilis anticus muscle.



INTRODUCTION IVj /IUCH OF THE present knowledge concerning



the behavior of mammalian skeletal muscle has been obtained by extrapolating data from muscle. Carlson [1], Hill [2], Fenn and skeletal frog Marsh [31, Abbott and Wilkie [4], Ritchie and Wilkie [5], Jewell and Wilkie [6], and others have performed a wide range of experiments on in vitro frog muscle that have led to certain basic concepts and models believed applicable to all vertebrate skeletal muscle. However, in vitro mamimialian skeletal muscle differs from frog skeletal muscle wlhen its dynamic behavior is examined
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difference between these two types of response is the transient nature of the twitch and the maintenance of a steady contraction during the tetanus. Unstimulated muscle offers little resistance to stretching over the range of muscle lengths found in situ. The relationship between length and tension in an unstimulated muscle is nonlinear, the muscle progressively getting stiffer as length is increased. Experimentally, this resistance to stretching has been found to reside in the connective tissue surrounding the nmuscle and in the membrane that encompasses each muscle cell [9], [10]. The dynamic characteristics of stimulated skeletal muscle are best determined from isotonic afterloaded (constant force) and isometric (constant length) experiments. When skeletal muscle is tetanized and allowed to shorten against an isotonic load from a fixed initial length, its velocity of shortening L is a function of the external isotonic force P and L, the length of the muscle [1], [4]. It has been recently shown by Bahler et al. [8] that for mammalian skeletal muscle, if the initial length of the muscle is varied, the velocity of shortening is a function of an additional variable related to the duration of stimulation, or L =f(L, P, t8), whlere t, is the duration of stimulation. The force developed by a stimulated muscle restrained from movement is a function of time and length [I1, [4], [6]. When the relationship between maximum developed force and length (isometric length-tension curve) is examined, a paraboloid emerges with a peak tension Po at a length normally designated as rest length Lo [10]. There have been many attempts to relate matlhematically the velocity of shortening of an isotonically contracting skeletal muscle to the force it develops (isotonic force-velocity curve). Perhaps the best known is the modified Hill equation [2], [4], which consists of a family of hyperbolae of the form =PL P)\



carefully [7], [8]. This paper develops a matheematical model of mammalian skeletal muscle, useful to engineers interested in the maimmalian neuromuscular control system and the design of prostlhetic devices that utilize paralyzed skeletal muscles. The model is based upon an analysis of experimiental data from mlaimmnialian skeletal muscle. The approach will be similar to that proposed by Carlson for frog muscle [11 in that it consists of factoring the pertinent variables of muscle contraction into a series of functions which can be easily determined and sinmulated for comuputational purposes. When skeletal muscle is stimulated, it is rapidly activated and changes from a passive tissue into a dylb- a P-= (1) namic tissue capable of developing a force. During L of the muscle intlhe may decrease, stimulation, length crease, or remiiain the same, depending upon the external where a and b are constants dependent upon type of opposing forces acting on the muscle. The fundamental muscle and temperature and PL! is the maximum isoresponse of a muscle to a single supramaximal stimulus metric tetanic force at initial length L' for lengths less is called a twitch. If the supramaximal stimulus is re- than Lo. Another relationship, first proposed by Fenn peated within an appropriate interval, the twitches can and Marsh [3] and then revised by Aubert [11], is be made to fuse into a smooth tetanic contraction. The P = PL e oL - KL



(2)
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where a and K are the constants and PL' is defined as before. Finally, a third relationship, formulated by Carlson [1 J, consists of P = Po(L) + PI(L) (3)
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lengths less than 1.2 Lo. The results have been normalized in such a manner as to make them applicable to other mammalian skeletal muscles. Since the parallel elastic element can be neglected, the analysis will assume that mammalian skeletal muscle is a two-component (a) system (series elastic element and contractile element) SERIES and evaluate these individual system components for the rat gracilis anticus muscle. No attempt has been ELEMENT made to model long term plastic deformation of the musPARALLEL or the effects of sinusoidally varying the length or cle ELEMENT across the muscle. force (b) Fig. 1. Three component models of muscle consisting of a nonlinear METHODS AND MATERIALS series elastic element, a nonlinear parallel elastic element, and a CONTRACTILE
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contractile element, a function of length, velocity, and duration of stimulation. (a) Maxwell or parallel spring model. (b) Voight or series spring model.



where Po(L) is the isometric tetanic length-tension curve and P1(L) is some viscous-like function. By examining the behavior of unstimulated muscle, isotonically contracting stimulated muscle, and quickly stretched or released stimulated muscle, skeletal muscle has been operationally divided into two noncontractile elastic elements and a contractile element capable of generating a force or shortening [1]- [3]. Two nondistributed parameter models utilizing these elements are shown in Fig. 1 [2], [3], [6]. Prior to stimulation, the contractile element is considered to be highly compliant, so that the resting length-tension curve is equivalent either to the characteristics of the parallel elastic element [Fig. 1(a)] or to the series combination of the parallel elastic and series elastic elements [Fig. 1 (b) ]. At lengths less than 1.2 Lo, a negligible amount of force is required to extend an unstimulated skeletal muscle [6], [8], [10]. Since the series elastic element is known to be much stiffer than the parallel elastic element, the parallel elastic element may be neglected at lengths less than 1.2 Lo for either of the models of skeletal muscle shown in Fig. 1. Upon stimulation the contractile element is altered rapidly to an active state in which it can develop tension or shorten so as to bear a load. At lengths less than 1.2 Lo, the noncontractile series elastic element will be considered that element of the muscle that responds to an instantaneous decrement of load, and the contractile component that element of the muscle responsible for the length, velocity, and force relationship after the effect of the series elastic component is removed computationally. If the muscle receives a single supramaximnal stimulus, the contractile element, after a latency, develops a force that rises to the value achieved during isometric tetanic contraction at that length. The force then decays exponentially to zero [12], [13]. Repeated stimuli reactivate the contractile element at a rate equal to the frequency of stimulation. With this background a model of mammalian skeletal muscle can now be developed. The model will be based upon experimental results acquired from tetanically stimulated rat gracilis anticus muscles at 17.50C and



Preparations



Experiments were performed on the right gracilis anticus muscle removed from anesthetized (sodium pentobarbitol, 45 mg/kg) male Wistar rats approximately 50 days old. Details of this preparation are presented elsewhere [8], [12]. After dissection, the muscle was placed immediately in a 1500-cc bath (16.5 to 1 7.8°C) containing oxygenated (95 percent O2, 5 percent C02) bicarbonate-buffered Krebs-Ringer solution pH 7.3 (NaCl, 116.8 mM/I: KCI, 3.5 mM/I; CaC12, 2.5 mM/l; MgSO4, 3.1 mM/; NaHCO3, 28 mM/l; KH2PO4, 1.2 mM/l; and glucose, 11.1 mM/l). The muscle was then attached to small stainless steel yokes, which were connected to the lever system [143. Lever System Two lever systems were used in this study. The first, shown in Fig. 2, consisting of an electromechanical torque source, lightweight magnesium lever (250 mg), velocity and force transducers, control circuit, and low-impedance pulse generators, has been described previously [14]. The other was a similar design, except that a composition balsa wood, aluminum lever member (240 mg) and separate length transducer were used. All muscles were stimulated supramaximally by two platinum multielectrode assemblies which set up an electric field normal to the long axis of the muscle (current density -.80 10-3 A/cm2). Experiments were performed using trains of from 14 to 40 pulses of 2 ms duration with separations of from 10.5 to 16.5 ms. Records were displayed on either a Tektronix RM 561A or a Tektronix RM 564A oscilloscope and recorded on Polaroid type 107 film. The recording oscilloscope was intensity-modulated in all experiments by the stimulating pulses. The lever systems employed permitted isometric (constant length), isotonic (constant force), and quick release experiments to be performed without removing the muscle from its original attachments. ANALYSIS



The following section will outline the procedure used



to model the dynamic behavior of mammalian skeletal



nmuscle. Since this modeling takes place within a framework imposed by a muscle that can be considered to



consist of a series elastic element and a contractile ele-
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ence in velocity and duration of stimulation. Since time increases at a rate equal to 1/(pi-P2) times AN, the difference in the number of stimuli between the phase trajectories at a given length, (10) may be verified by showing the existence of a relation between AN and Av, the difference in velocity of the phase trajectories at that length. Such a determination is shown in Fig. 6(d). A normalizing factor vmax, the maximum velocity achieved during a phase trajectory, was introduced to plot velocities obtained from different isotonic loads on the same velocity axis. Because of experimental limitations, f2(ts) for the rat gracilis anticus muscle at 17.5°C has only been evaluated over a narrow range of frequencies of stimulation, 60 pps to 100 pps. Within this range, f2(t4) is a nonlinear relationship of the form [8] 0 < ts < 4/p (11 a) f2(t)= 1 4/p < t, < 16/p. (1 b) f2(t,)= 1 - 0.014pts Equation (10) can be used to generate phase trajectories that are independent of initial length and duration of stimulation if the following substitution is made: (12) Vec = Lcc/f2(ts) = fl(Lcc, P). These trajectories decay less rapidly than the experimentally obtained phase trajectories and presumably represent the maximum instantaneous shortening velocity of which the contractile element is capable at a given length. Equation (12) allows us to consider the force developed by the muscle as a function of contractile element length and corrected velocity, thus P



-14



=



f3(Lcc, VCC)I



(13)



Since the time independent isotonic length-velocity phase trajectories have a maximum at the length at which the contractile element develops maximum force, -lot .0 and end on the isometric length-tension curve L,,o, -8 [1], [8 , it seems reasonable to make the separation -6 P =f3 = f4(Lcc) + f2(Lc,, Vcc) 0~~~ (14) D/ -4 wheref4(L,,) is the isometric length-tension curve of the contractile element, which may be viewed as a length -2 dependent force source bridged by f5(Lc,, Vcc). 2 f5(L8,, V,,) has a mechanical analog in a length depen4 6 8 AN l0 12 r dent dashpot and, therefore, operationally may be con.2 sidered an internal load. This technique of factoring .4 variables is similar to that used by Carlson [1 ] on the frog sartorius muscle. Because f5(L,,, V88) obeys the (d) boundary condition Fig. 6. (a), (b), (c). The effect of stimulating frequency on the length-velocity phase trajectories. Shortening to the right. Stimuf5(LCC, 0) 0 (15) a/
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lating frequency of curve A, 65 pps, and curve B, 95 pps. Cathode ray tube intensity modulated by stimulating pulses. Initial length 2.9 cm. Isotonic load: (a) 3 g, (b) 5.8 g, and (c) 9 g. (d) The relation between the difference in the number of accumulated stimulatirlg pulses AN received by the muscle and the difference in velocity Av between the phase trajectories divided by the maximum velocity v1maz achieved in the phase trajectory. Since Pi =95 pps and P2 = 65 pps, AN increases at a rate of 30 pps; therefore, the abscissa is 30 times time in seconds. Muscle weight= 44.5 mg, Lo=2.6 cm, Po=25 g, bath temperature=17.6°C.
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it dissipates the difference between the full force generated by the activated contractile element f4(L,,), and the force appearing externally, P. By definition, f4(L,,) is the isometric length-tension curve of the contractile element. Experimental data from 28 rat gracilis anticus muscles at 17.5°C indicate
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that this relationslhip is parabolic and nmay be fitted by the following least mean square fit (significant to



P . 0.001):



0.7LCCO < LCc < 1.2Lcco



f4(L,c) = 1-0.05 ( Lcco ) -



(LcL&co )2



(16)
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Lcco



where Lo=Lo- LSE. 0.8 The character of f5(L,,, VCC) is slhown in Fig. 7. The 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.2 0 P/P TENSION, follows. as was generated in this figure of family curves At fixed lengths, a series of force-shortening velocity Fig. 7. Normalized force-velocity characteristics of the internal load, f, (La¢, Va,). Data from 75 mg rat gracilis anticus muscle, curves was constructed fromn the isotonic lengtlh-velocity stimulated at 95 pps. Bath temperature= 17.5°C, Lo =2.8 cm, condiThe boundary by (12). given phase trajectories Po=35 g. tion of (15) allowsf5(Lc,, VI7,) to be calculated at a given length- by rotating the force-velocity curves of the initial fs (Lcycctc) -C the f7 ( vcct) about 180° element contractile lenigth independent point at which the force-velocity curve intersects the -~~~~~~~ force axis. 0.8 To complete the analysis, a method of analyzing the function f5(L,,, VC,) must be developed. One possibility would be to form the product



f5(Lcc, Vcc) = f6(Lcc) -f7(Vcc)



(17)



0.4



where f7(VT7) is the relation between force and velocity 0 obtained at L,,o and f6(L,,) is some function of con0.08 0.04 0 the that dependency generates element length tractile (Lcc C$ of fs upon length. Experimentally,f5(L.., T&z,) is approxiLCCO mately an even function in Lcc about the point L,,o, of f6(L¢e) versus (Lceo-L¢¢/L ,o)2 to determine the value therefore, f6(L,,) must be also an even function in L, Fig.of8.thePlot constant Y. L, 2.6 cm; -y, 3.7. Data from same muscle as The validity of (17) mlay be investigated by examining Fig. 7. the quotient elements is shown in Fig. 9. The derivation indicates (18) that, from a plhenonmenological viewpoint, the contracf6(LCC). f7(VCC) tile element may be thought of as a nonlinear force One evein functioin that fulfills such a requiremiient is generator bridged by a nonlinear viscous-like element whose force characteristics are functions of time, length, L -y (19) and velocity. f6(L Lcc ANALOG MIODELING OF MAMMALIAN MUSCLE where y is an arbitrary constant and n is an even posiThe ability of the model shown in Fig. 9 to predict tive integer ([2], [4], [6], etc.). Fig. 8 slhows how closely suclh a formulation comnes to fitting the experimental the mechanical performance of the rat gracilis anticus data from a typical rat gracilis anticus muscle at at 17.5°C was examined by coupling this model to an 17.5°C. This figure indicates that the best fit occurred external load of finite mass, damping, and force. The when n =2 and -y = 3.7. For all the rat gracilis anticus differential equations that describe this system can then muscles investigated at 17.5°C, y ranged from 3.5 to 4.5. be obtained by applying D'Alembert's principle about An empirical relationship was developed for f7( Tsc) points L and Lc,, in Fig. 9. For L, using least mean square techniques. For the muscle re(21) P + ML + BL +fo-l(L - Le) = 0 ferred to in Fig. 8 where Al is the mass of the external load and B is the (20) damping of the external load. For l, f7(V,c) = 0.43V,,I; VI' > 0 wheref7( 1V,,) is expressed as a fraction of Po, and VT,, the fo-I(L - L) ±f4(Lcc) +f6(LCC)f7 () = 0 (22) corrected velocity of slhortening, is expressed in Lo/s. The model of mammalian skeletal muscle constructed from the analysis of the series elastic and contractile where Lcc/f2(t) =- T =
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Fig. 9. Composite model of mammalian skeletal muscle. Parallel elastic element has been neglected. L,¢ length of contractile element; L length of muscle; P external load. VELOCITY, L./s
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Fig. 11. Isotonic length-velocity phase trajectories showing the effect of a quick change in isotonic load from 0.08 Po to 0.36 Poafter various amounts of shortening. Points are from experimental data, solid curves from model. Phase trajectories normalized by division by Lo. Initial length 1.08 Lo. Data from 53 mg rat= gracilis anticus muscle, stimulated at 100 pps. Bath temperature 17.5°C, Lo=2.7 cm, Po=29 g.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of experimental data and computer generated curves. Length-velocity phase trajectories normalized by division by Lo. Isotonic loads of 0.2, 0.4, and 0.7 P0. Points are from experimental data, solid curves from model. Initial lengths of 1.17 Lo and 1.0 Lo. Data from same muscle as Fig. 4.
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Equations (21) and (22) were programmed on an EAI Pace TR 20 analog computer and solutions for the dependent variables L, L, Lcc7 and Lc were obtained with P as the independent variable. A comparison between a family of isotonic lengthvelocity phase trajectories generated by the analog computer and that obtained from the muscle that was modeled is shown in Fig. 10. The results from the computer (solid curves) closely resemble those obtained from the gracilis anticus muscle (circles and triangles). It should be noted that both families of phase trajectories exhibit the same shift of maximum velocity towards lengths greater than Lo as the external load is increased. The effect of changes in initial length on the separation of the phase trajectories is also clearly seen, from the small separation at light external loads to a distinct separation with heavy external loads. The early phase of the computer generated curves does not match the experimental points for initial lengths greater than 1.1 Lo. The probable explanation of this occurrence is a lack of symmetry of the isotonic length-velocity phase trajectories and isometric lengthtension curve. The model assumes that both of these relationships are even functions of contractile component length, a condition that is obviously not always fulfilled. The model's dependence upon length, velocity, and
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Fig. 12. Isometric force-time curve at LD. Points are from experimental data, solid curve from model. Tension normalized by division by PD. Data from same muscle as Fig. 4.



time suggests an additional experimental technique that can be used to test its ability to predict the dynamic performance of mammalian skeletal muscle. Suppose a muscle is allowed to shorten against a force that rapidly changes. If this force changes from a small to a large value, the model predicts that the quicker t he muscle arrives at a given length, the greater the velocity of shortening at that length. That such results do occur is shown in Fig. 11. To a high degree of accuracy, the model predicts the behavior of the rat gracilis anticus muscle. The model of muscle developed in this paper has been based primarily on data obtained from isotonic experiments. However, it can suggest the results of an isometric tetanic experiment. The computer simulation of the model compared with the experimental data of a typical isometric tetanic contraction is shown in Fig. 12. The disagreements that do exist between the model and the experimental results arise mainly from two sources. First, the relationship between force and time of the internal force generator (active state) is a complicated
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function of timlle and length [12], [13], whereas the analysis assumes it is a simple step function. Second, the nmuscle exhibits a short and long terrmi plastic deformation [10], whereas the model assumes no such creep. DIscussioN developed in this paper relationships The normalized results obtained from experimental are based upon anticus muscles at rat gracilis tetanically stimulated for length was rest factor used 17.5°C. The normalizing isometric maximum was length Lo and for tension factors are reasonably of these Both tetanic tension Po. invariant when different skeletal muscles are examined [10], [16], [18]. Therefore, qualitatively, the analysis and the modeling determined for the in vitro rat gracilis anticus should be typical of all mammalian fast muscle. To increase the usefulness of the model, the results obtained at 17.5°C may be extrapolated to normal body temperature (38°C). Raising the temperature of cooled in vitro muscle causes the muscle to develop a higher velocity for a given isotonic force, but does not appreciably affect the maximum tetanic force developed or the shape of the isometric length-tension curve [10]. If rat muscle behaves like other biological chemical reactions, one would expect the velocity of shortening to lhave a Qio (increase in rate of reaction for a 10°C change in temperature) of approximately 2.5. However, Close [19] indicates that the velocity of shortening of rat skeletal muscle actually has a Qlo of 1.7. This means that all expressions that are explicit functions of velocity miust be altered by a factor of approximately 2.9. For example, (20) would become



f7(Vc)



=



0.25Vcc'.



(23)



The basic relationship between force, velocity, length, and time should not change. The method of factoring the variables developed in this paper has led to a contractile element that may be modeled by a force source that is bridged by an internal load. If this internal load were caused partly by a viscous-like phenomenon, it should obey the basic laws of thermodynamics. Thus, the heat developed in such an element should increase as velocity increases. Most heat and chemical experiments on striated muscle seem to indicate that no purely passive element exists as a major component of muscle, although considerable controversy continues as to the exact interpretation of these studies [20], [21 ]. However, there is some physical justification for this type of internal load if the results of ultrastructural studies and some energetics experiments are reviewed. Hanson and Huxley [22] have shown that the ultrastructure of muscle can be considered an array of interdigitating myofilaments. This sliding filament model of skeletal muscle is suggestive of



a length and velocity dependent internal load. Also, Abbott et al. [23] lhave shown that wlhen a stimulated muscle is slowly stretclhed, 40 percent of the work done during the stretch disappears. These investigators speculated that the external mechanical energy that disappears during the stretch drives some mechanochemical reaction backwards, thus converting mechaniical energy to chemical energy. If one postulates that the internal load consists of these reverse meclhano-clhenmical reactions, then the experiments of Abbott et al. miiight support the existence of the internal load. Because of the method of stimulation, the mammalian skeletal muscle treated in this paper acted as one large motor unit (a motor unit is the number of muscle fibers innervated by a single motor neuron). A typical skeletal muscle is composed of hundreds of such1 motor units which are selectively stimulated by the central nervous system. Since approximately three-quarters of the crosssectional area of the rat gracilis anticus is composed of fast muscle fibers which run the entire length of the muscle, the normalized results presented in this paper and the model developed by analyzing these results are typical of an average fast muscle fiber motor unit. An MC motor unit model of mammalian fast muscle could be achieved by placing M of these normalized units in parallel and stimulating them in some statistical or random fashion. The force, velocity, and length characteristics of this composite system should then closely approximate an actual mammalian muscle stimulated by the central nervous system. ACKNOWLEDGMENT The author wishes to thank Drs. J. T. Fales, D. A. Robinson, and K. L. Zierler for their interest and advice during the preparation of this manuscript.
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Spectral Analysis of Pulse Frequency Modulation in the Nervous Systems ELLIOTT J. BAYLY, PH.D., Abstract-Spectral analysis is one of the more important design and evaluation tools available to the communications engineer and it could also be a key to increased understanding of the nervous system. Some results of an analysis of the spectrum of the frequency modulated pulses of the nervous system show that 1) change in average pulse frequency is the likely information-carrying parameter of a neural pulse train, since distortion-free recovery of this variable is possible by simple low-pass filtering, and 2) phase relationships existing between signal components and distortion components of a neural pulse train imply unusual distortion attenuating properties of multiple or duplicate information channels. These results are discussed in light of some known nervous system structures. INTRODUCTION



ULSE frequency modulation (PFM\I) is one of the least used and least understood modulation techniques in man-made communication systems and yet it is common to almost every biological form having a nervous system [1]. Moreover, since biological systems have probably evolved toward optimnal states under pressure of natural selection [2], [3], there is every reason to believe that PFM is one of the best methods of neural coding in terms of still unknown criteria, which could be comlponent or structural simplicity, distortion attenuation, etc. An increased underManuscript received March 19, 1968; revised May 20, 1968. This project was supported by U. S. Air Force Grant AF-AFOSR01221-67; the author was supported by U. S. Public Health Service Grants
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standing of PFM thus implies two important possibilities: 1) features of this type of communication system may be found applicable to man-made systems, and 2) the basic properties of PF1M may imply certain organizational or structural features of neural networks or elements that capitalize on these properties. Both possibilities have remained principally ideas because of the analytic intractability of PFM. This results mainly from the implicit relation existing between pulse intervals and the sampled input, and the nonuniform and unknown a priori sampling intervals. Consequently, most investigations have been confined to integral pulse frequency modulation (IPFMI) [4]-[7], which is an idealization or simplification of PFMI as it appears in the nervous system. Even so, the nerve cell impulse generation process has muclh in common with IPFM and both share certain advantages not available with other pulse modulation techniques. It is significant that recent neural network models enmphasize PFM (i.e., the nmechanism of nerve impulse generation) as a contributor to the properties of larger systems, even if the process must be simplified [8], [9]. On the other hand, earlier network models have often endowed cells with properties hlaving little relation to the imnpulse generation process [3], [10], [11]. The need for an understanding of PFI also arises because of the increased use of linear systems analysis in the study of dynamic properties of neuronal systems [12]-[16]. Here an analysis of PFM is necessary to determine the contribu-
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